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Winter Chill
"A romantic seven-day cruise is the perfect start to bakery owner Hannah Swensen
s marriage. However, with a murder mystery heating up in Lake Eden, Minnesota,
it seems the newlywed s homecoming won t be as sweet as she anticipated . . . " ""
After an extravagant honeymoon, Hannah s eager to settle down in Lake Eden and
turn domestic daydreams into reality. But when her mother s neighbor is
discovered murdered in the condo downstairs, reality becomes a nightmarish
investigation. Victoria Bascomb, once a renowned stage actress, was active in the
theater community during her brief appearance in town . . . and made throngs of
enemies along the way. Did a random intruder murder the woman as police claim,
or was a deadlier scheme at play? As Hannah peels through countless suspects
and some new troubles of her own, solving this crime and living to tell about it
might prove trickier than mixing up the ultimate banana cream pie . . . INDULGE IN
JOANNE FLUKE S CRIMINALLY DELICIOUS HANNAH SWENSEN MYSTERIES! WEDDING
CAKE MURDER There are plenty of Fluke s trademark recipes on view here, and the
New York trip and reality-show frame give the episode a fresh twist. "--Booklist"
DOUBLE FUDGE BROWNIE MURDER Lively Add the big surprise ending, and fans
will be more than satisfied. "Publishers Weekly" BLACKBERRY PIE MURDER Lake
Eden s favorite baker, Hannah Swensen finds herself on the wrong end of a police
investigation in Fluke s good-natured 19th [installment]. "Kirkus Reviews" RED
VELVET CUPCAKE MURDER Culinary cozies don t get any tastier than this winning
series. "Library Journal" If your reading habits alternate between curling up with a
good mystery or with a good cookbook, you ought to know about Joanne Fluke.
"The" "Charlotte Observer" CINNAMON ROLL MURDER Fans of this wildly popular
series will not be disappointed. Fluke has kept this series strong for a long time,
and there is still plenty to enjoy for foodie crime fans. "Booklist""

Cinnamon Roll Murder
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When the keyboard player for the Cinnamon Roll Six jazz band is murdered after a
tour bus accident on the way to Lake Eden, Minnesota, Hannah Swensen, after
digging up several local suspects, discovers that there is nothing sweeter than
catching a killer. Reprint.

Devil's Food Cake Murder
When it comes to holidays, Minnesotans rise to the occasion--and the little town of
Lake Eden is baking up a storm with Hannah leading the way. The annual
Christmas Buffet is the final test of the recipes Hannah has collected for the Lake
Eden Holiday Buffet Cookbook. The recently divorced Martin Dubinski arrives at the
buffet with his new Vegas showgirl wife--all wrapped up in glitter and fur. His exwife, however, seems as cool as chilled eggnog. And when Hannah's mother's
antique Christmas cake knife disappears, its discovery in the decolletage of the
new--and now late--Mrs. Dubinski puts the festivities on ice. With everyone
stranded at the community center by a blizzard, Hannah puts her investigative
skills to the test, using the ingredients at hand: half the town of Lake Eden--and a
killer. Now, as the snowdrifts get higher, it's up to Hannah to dig out all the
clues--and make sure that this white Christmas doesn't bring any more deadly
tidings.

Sugar Cookie Murder
Joanne Fluke invites you to celebrate the holidays with Hannah Swensen and all
the wonderful folks of Lake Eden at the annual cookie exchange.

Strawberry Shortcake Murder
New York Times bestselling author Paige Shelton returns with the next installment
of The Scottish Bookshop Mystery series, The Stolen Letter Delaney Nichols is
confident she’s doing what she loves—case in point, just one day after returning
from her fabulous European honeymoon, she’s eager to get back to the Cracked
Spine, the bookstore where she works. But as she disembarks her bus and hurries
toward the shop she and another woman collide, sending a stack of books the
woman is carrying to the ground. Delaney’s hapless victim’s name is Mary, and the
two women can’t help but notice that they bear an uncanny resemblance to one
another. According to Mary, they both also look like the long-beheaded Mary
Queen of Scots. Even stranger, Mary believes she is the reincarnation of the
Scottish queen. But peculiar as Delaney’s doppelganger is, she doesn’t have time
to dwell on it: on her arrival to the bookshop, she learns the Edinburgh city council
wants to close the Cracked Spine, citing code violations, and she’s determined to
stop them. But when Mary’s husband dies in a car explosion—and Delaney learns
he was the very member of city council who proposed that the city take a closer
look at the bookshop’s construction—she starts to wonder if her meeting with Mary
wasn’t an accident. Edinburgh has become as filled with intrigue and deception as
any European court, and Delaney is determined to get to the bottom of this royal
mystery.

Key Lime Pie Murder
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Christmas normally descends on Lake Eden, Minnesota, as gently as reindeer
alighting on a rooftop—but this yuletide season the only thing coming down
Hannah Swensen’s chimney is a case of murder . . . The holidays have arrived, and
Hannah and her good pal Lisa have agreed to provide all the goodies for the town’s
annual production of A Christmas Carol. But before anyone can say “Bah,
humbug!” a Santa-sized sackful of trouble ensues. Like the fact that Lisa’s husband
will be playing Mr. Claus to his ex-girlfriend Phyllis Bates’ Mrs. Claus. Or that before
the curtains even go up Phyllis is found dead in the snow—wearing a costume that
the real Mrs. Claus would put on the naughty list. Soon after, the suspects pile up
faster than snowdrifts in a blizzard, while a merry murderer remains on the loose.
With clues even harder to find, it might take a visit from ghosts of Christmas past
to wrap up this mystery in time for the holidays . . . Includes a Dozen Holiday
Recipes from The Cookie Jar! “Tasty . . . Hannah is irresistible as a cookie fresh
from the oven.” —Publishers Weekly

Apple Turnover Murder
Forms the basis of Reap What You Sew, the latest Aurora Teagarden Mystery.
Premieres Sunday, April 15, 2018 on the Hallmark Movies and Mysteries Channel
Aurora Teagarden, mild-mannered librarian, has spent her entire life in the same
small Georgia town. Along with her sister-in-law Poppy, Roe has finally earned a
coveted spot in the Uppity Women, an exclusive group that does more than flower
arranging. But Poppy is a no-show on their induction day. Roe stops by Poppy’s
house to find out why and is shocked to discover Poppy dead on the kitchen floor,
and it’s not by accident. There’s no lack of suspects, since both Poppy and her
husband were unfaithful. Even the detective in charge of the case, Roe’s former
lover Arthur Smith, has a past with Poppy. As if that weren’t enough, Roe has
rekindled a relationship with another old flame and things are moving fast, with
plans to meet his mother at Thanksgiving. She’s also acquired an unexpected
house guest: her half-brother, who’s run away from his parents’ home in California.
Balancing her personal life while looking into Poppy’s murder isn’t easy, but Roe is
determined to give it -- and Poppy -- her best effort. And when Roe discovers that
the crime scene has been ransacked, she knows someone is desperate to hide a
secret. Roe will have to dig through Poppy’s life to uncover the truth and bring the
killer to justice. Poppy Done to Death is the engaging eighth installment of the
Aurora Teagarden mysteries by #1 New York Times bestselling author Charlaine
Harris. The series has been adapted into film for Hallmark Movies & Mysteries.

Wedding Cake Murder
With The Cookie Jar, Hannah Swensen has a mouthwatering monopoly on the
bakery business of Lake Eden, Minnesota. But when a rival store opens, tensions
begin to bubble. . . As she sits in her nearly empty store on Groundhog Day,
Hannah can only hope that spring is just around the corner--and that the popularity
of the new Magnolia Blossom Bakery is just a passing fad. The southern hospitality
of Lake Eden's two Georgia transplants, Shawna Lee and Vanessa Quinn, is grating
on Hannah's nerves—and cutting into her profits. At least Hannah has her business
partner Lisa's wedding to look forward to. She's turned one of Lisa's favorite
childhood treats into a spectacular Wedding Cookie Cake. And Lisa's aunt will be
bringing her famous Peach Cobbler to the reception. But Hannah starts to steam
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when she finds out that Shawna Lee has been invited--and is bringing her own
Peach Cobbler. Hannah doesn't like having the Georgia Peach in the mix, especially
when both Shawna Lee and Hannah's sometime-boyfriend, Detective Mike
Kingston, are no-shows to the wedding. Hannah has suspected that Mike is
interested in more than Shawna Lee's baking abilities. So when she sees lights on
at the Magnolia Blossom Bakery after the reception, she investigates--and finds
Shawna Lee shot to death. Everyone in town knew the Cookie Jar was losing
business to the Magnolia Bakery--a fact that puts Hannah at the top of the initial
list of suspects. But with a little help from her friends, Hannah's determined to
prove that she wasn't the only one who had an axe to grind with the Quinn sisters.
Somebody wasn't fooled by the Georgia Peaches and their sweet-as-pie act--and
now it's up to Hannah to track down whoever had the right ingredients to whip up
a murder. . . Includes 10 original recipes for you to try!

Double Fudge Brownie Murder
Includes an excerpt from Wedding cake murder.

Fudge Cupcake Murder
DISCOVER THE DELICIOUS MYSTERY THAT STARTED IT ALL! No one cooks up a
delectable, suspense-filled mystery quite like Hannah Swensen, Joanne Fluke’s
dessert-baking, red-haired heroine whose gingersnaps are as tart as her
comebacks, and whose penchant for solving crimes—one delicious clue at a
time—has made her a bestselling favorite. And it all began on these pages, with a
bakery, a murder, and some suddenly scandalous chocolate-chip crunchies.
Featuring a bonus short story and brand new, mouthwatering recipes, this new
edition of the very first Hannah Swensen mystery is sure to have readers coming
back for seconds… Hannah already has her hands full trying to dodge her mother’s
attempts to marry her off while running The Cookie Jar, Lake Eden’s most popular
bakery. But once Ron LaSalle, the beloved delivery man from the Cozy Cow Dairy,
is found murdered behind her bakery with Hannah’s famous Chocolate Chip
Crunchies scattered around him, her life just can’t get any worse. Determined not
to let her cookies get a bad reputation, she sets out to track down a killer. But if
she doesn’t watch her back, Hannah’s sweet life may get burned to a crisp.
Includes bonus short story and extra recipes! “A cleverly plotted cozy full of
appealing characters and delicious cookie recipes.” —Publishers Weekly

What's A Ghoul to Do?
Summertime has finally arrived in Lake Eden, Minnesota, and Hannah Swensen,
owner of The Cookie Jar bakery, is looking forward to warm, lazy days, eating ice
cream, and sharing picnics with friends. But when a family reunion takes a deadly
turn, it's up to Hannah to find a killer. . . Between baking up a storm for The Cookie
Jar and unraveling the mystery of her cat Moishe's recent strange behavior,
Hannah Swensen has a lot on her plate. But she'll always make time for her
business partner, Lisa, who's in the midst of preparing for a big family reunion.
Everyone is delighted when Lisa's long-lost uncle makes a surprise appearance. No
one has heard from Gus in twenty-five years--and his arrival has everyone buzzing
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with excitement. Uncle Gus is immediately the hit of the reunion, telling tales of his
great success and flashing money for all to see. He's almost as popular as
Hannah's scrumptious carrot cake, which is also Gus's favorite dessert. But the
next morning, as the whole family gathers for the group photo, one person is
missing. Hannah offers to track down Uncle Gus, but her search leads to a shocking
find. Over by the bar at the pavilion, she spots two slices of her infamous carrot
cake, frosting-side down on the floor--and Gus's corpse with an ice pick jutting out
of his chest! A little snooping reveals that not everyone was celebrating Gus's
return. And when Hannah unearths more secrets from Gus's past, she discovers
even more people with an axe to grind. Now Hannah's got to sift through a long list
of suspects to find a killer--even if it could mean a recipe for her own demise. . .
Includes 12 original dessert recipes for you to try!

The Stolen Letter
In this merry collection of holiday mysteries, murder is making its own special
delivery . . . “GINGERBREAD COOKIE MURDER” by JOANNE FLUKE When Hannah
Swensen finds her neighbor Ernie Kusak with his head bashed in and sprawled on
the floor of his condo next to an upended box of Hannah’s Gingerbread Cookies,
she discovers a flurry of murder suspects that’s as long as her holiday shopping
list. “THE DANGERS OF GINGERBREAD COOKIES” by LAURA LEVINE Jaine Austen
has been enlisted to help with her parents’ retirement community’s play The
Gingerbread Cookie That Saved Christmas. Playboy Dr. Preston McCay is playing
the role of the gingerbread cookie when he “accidentally” falls to his death during
the final act. Now Jaine must figure out if one of the doctor’s jealous lovers was
capable of murder. “GINGERBREAD COOKIES AND GUNSHOTS” by LESLIE MEIER
When Lucy Stone discovers the body of Rick Juergens, whose five-year-old son
Nemo disappeared, she senses foul play. Crumbs from a gingerbread cookie Lucy
gave to Nemo are found in the back seat of Rick’s car. With the hours quickly
ticking till Christmas, Lucy races against the clock to find a killer before he strikes
again. Includes Over 10 Luscious Holiday Recipes!

Joanne Fluke's Lake Eden Cookbook
New York Times Bestseller It promises to be a busy week for Hannah Swensen. Not
only is she whipping up treats for the chamber of commerce booth at the TriCounty fair, she's also judging the baking contest; acting as a magician's assistant
for her business partner's husband; trying to coax Moishe, her previously rapacious
feline, to end his hunger strike, and performing her own private carnival act by
juggling the demands of her mother and sisters. With so much on her plate, it's no
wonder Hannah finds herself on the midway only moments before the fair closes
for the night. After hearing a suspicious thump, she goes snooping–only to discover
Willa Sunquist, a student teacher and fellow bake contest judge, dead alongside an
upended key lime pie. But who would want to kill Willa and why? Now Hannah
needs to crank up the heat, hoping that Willa's killer will get rattled and make a
mistake. If that happens she intends to be there, even if it means getting on a
carnival ride that could very well be her last. . . "Yummy. . .Fluke has developed a
charming supporting cast who all feel like friends by the time the murder is solved.
The dozens of tempting recipes Fluke includes are an added treat." --Publishers
Weekly
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Keepsake Crimes
A tantalising collection of recipes from Joanne Fluke's bestselling Hannah Swensen
series - plus a generous sprinkling of brand-new treats. Try this delicious collection
of confections from Lake Eden, Minnesota's best-loved bakery. Complete with all
delectable recipes from the first ten novels in the Hannah Swensen series plus a
selection of never-before-published recipes. There's even a short story to go along
with the delicious treats. Whether this is your first taste of Lake Eden, or you're
back for another helping, you can now bring the irresistible flavours of The Cookie
Jar into your very own kitchen!

Behind the Seams
The residents of Lake Eden, Minnesota, are planning to paint the town red, white,
and blue to celebrate the Fourth of July—but the fireworks are already going off at
Hannah Swensen’s bake shop, The Cookie Jar. . . Lemon Meringue Pie Murder
Hannah Swensen thought she’d finally discovered the recipe for a perfect life. But
her sometime beau Norman Rhodes tosses a surprise ingredient into the mix when
he phones to tell her he’s just bought a house from local drugstore clerk Rhonda
Scharf—which he plans to tear down in order to build the dream home he and
Hannah designed. It seems the plan has been cooking for quite some time, and
Hannah’s shocked. Especially since her ring finger is still very much bare. . . The
good news is that the soon-to-be-torn-down house is full of antiques—and Norman
has given Hannah and her mother first dibs. They uncover some gorgeous old
furniture, a patchwork quilt . . . and Rhonda Scharf’s dead body. A little more
sleuthing turns up the half-eaten remains of a very special dinner for two—and one
of The Cookie Jar’s famous lemon meringue pies. Now it’s up to Hannah to turn up
the heat—and get busy tracking down clues. Starting in her very own kitchen.
Includes nine original cookie and dessert recipes for you to try! “Tasty . . . Hannah
is irresistible as a cookie fresh from the oven.” —Publishers Weekly

Plum Pudding Murder
Molly Pink and her crochet group, the Tarzana Hookers, are thrilled when one of
their own gets a shot at the spotlight—but Molly soon learns that life in the
entertainment biz can be deadly… The crochet group’s informal leader, actress
CeeCee Collins, has a movie out, and she’s scheduled to appear on a famous talk
show. Molly and the girls are excited to tag along, but when one of the Hookers is
ejected from the audience for her excited behavior, she manages to drag Molly
along with her. It’s no fun being stuck in the waiting room, but things really unravel
when a producer drinks a cup of coffee with poisoned sweetener. To make matters
worse, CeeCee’s niece Nell—a production assistant on the show, is the one who
served up the spiked drink. Molly and the Hookers must set aside their crochet
projects to clear Nell’s name and find the killer—before someone else becomes the
next Hollywood headline…

Coconut Layer Cake Murder
The holidays are the icing on the cake for bakery owner Hannah Swensen.
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Surrounded by her loved ones, she has all the ingredients for a perfect
Christmas--until murder is added to the mix. . . When it comes to holidays,
Minnesotans rise to the occasion--and the little town of Lake Eden is baking up a
storm with Hannah leading the way. The annual Christmas Buffet is the final test of
the recipes Hannah has collected for the Lake Eden Holiday Buffet Cookbook. 'Tis
the season for trimming the tree, caroling, baking cookies, and curling up by the
Yuletide waiting for Santa to drop down the chimney. But in this festive collection
of holiday whodunits, murder is also paying a visit. . . "Candy Cane Murder" By
Joanne Fluke When a trail of candy canes leads to a corpse outfitted in a Santa suit
on a snowy bank, Hannah Swensen sets out to discover who killed Kris Kringle. . .
The yuletide season in Lake Eden, Minnesota, guarantees a white Christmas,
delectable holiday goodies from Hannah Swensen's bakery, The Cookie Jar--and
murder. As a shadow hangs over her friends' Christmas wedding, Hannah's
determined to cook a killer's goose before anyone else gets burned. . . The Cookie
Jar's busiest time of the year also happens to be the most wonderful time. . .for
Christmas cookies, Hannah's own special plum pudding--and romance! She also
gets a kick out of "Lunatic Larry Jaeger's Crazy Elf Christmas Tree Lot," a kitschy
carnival taking place smack-dab in the middle of the village green. But then
Hannah discovers the man himself dead as a doornail in his own office. . .
Nothing's better on Christmas Eve than waiting for the stroke of midnight with a
cup of eggnog and a plate of warm gingerbread cookies. But in this merry
collection of holiday mysteries, murder is making its own special delivery. . .
"Gingerbread Cookie Murder" By Joanne Fluke When Hannah Swensen finds her
neighbor Ernie Kusak with his head bashed in and sprawled on the floor of his
condo next to an upended box of Hannah's Gingerbread Cookies, she discovers a
flurry of murder suspects that's as long as her holiday shopping list.

Lake Eden Cookbook
Starred Review on Library Journal! USA Today bestselling author and Agatha Award
winner Amanda Flower brings charm and intrigue to her first cozy mystery for
Hallmark. Darby Piper is in shock. A seasoned female detective, she worked with
Samantha Porter at the Two Girls Detective Agency. Now, Samantha is dead, and it
doesn’t look like an accident. In fact, evidence is pointing toward Darby. Darby had
expected to inherit Samantha’s half of the agency, but Samantha had recently
changed the will to leave it to Tate Porter, her nephew, who returns to town. Tate
is no private eye. He’s a world traveler and a veteran whose military past is also
something of a mystery. But as he helps Darby delve into secret histories and real
estate development plans, he proves to be a talented amateur sleuth. Will the
agency have a future…even if Darby can solve this murder mystery in time? This
first in series cozy mystery includes a free Hallmark original recipe for Berry Trifle.

Lemon Meringue Pie Murder
Not even Lake Eden's nosiest residents suspected Hannah Swensen would go from
idealistic newlywed to betrayed wife in a matter of weeks. But as a deadly mystery
unfolds in town, the proof is in the pudding . . . When The Cookie Jar becomes the
setting of a star-studded TV special about movies filmed in Minnesota, Hannah
hopes to shine the spotlight on her bakery--not the unsavory scandal swirling
around her personal life. But that's practically impossible with a disturbing visit
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from the shifty character she once believed was her one and only love, a group of
bodyguards following her every move, and a murder victim in her bedroom. As
suspects emerge and secrets hit close to home, Hannah and an old flame team up
must serve a hefty helping of justice to an unnamed killer prowling around Lake
Eden . . . before someone takes a slice out of her! Features Over a Dozen Cookie
and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar! "Hannah's fans will relish following
Hannah's journey as she heals and becomes stronger, surrounded by the love of
family and the many familiar, quirky residents of Lake Eden." --Booklist

Christmas Cupcake Murder
In the gentle coastal town of South Cove, California, all Jill Gardner wants is to keep
her store--Coffee, Books, and More--open and running. So why is she caught up in
the business of murder? When Jill's elderly friend, Miss Emily, calls in a fit of pique,
she already knows the city council is trying to force Emily to sell her dilapidated old
house. But Emily's gumption goes for naught when she dies unexpectedly and
leaves the house to Jill--along with all of her problems. . .and her enemies.
Convinced her friend was murdered, Jill is finding the list of suspects longer than
the list of repairs needed on the house. But Jill is determined to uncover the
culprit--especially if it gets her closer to South Cove's finest, Detective Greg King.
Problem is, the killer knows she's on the case--and is determined to close the book
on Jill permanently. . . 81,000 Words

Sneaky Pie's Cookbook for Mystery Lovers
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen is back--and the cookies are crumbling--as
acclaimed author Joanne Fluke serves readers another helping of murder,
mayhem, and mouthwatering mystery. . . Blueberry Muffin Murder Preparations are
underway for Lake Eden, Minnesota's annual Winter Carnival--and Hannah
Swensen is set to bake up a storm at her popular shop, The Cookie Jar. Too bad the
honor of creating the official Winter Carnival cake went to famous lifestyle maven
Connie Mac--a half-baked idea, in Hannah's opinion. She suspects Connie Mac is a
lot like the confections she whips up on her cable TV cooking show--sweet, light,
and scrumptious-looking, but likely to leave a bitter taste in your mouth. Hannah's
suspicions are confirmed when Connie Mac's limo rolls into town. Turns out
America's "Cooking Sweetheart" is bossy, bad-tempered, and downright
domineering. Things finally boil over when Hannah arrives at The Cookie Jar to find
the Winter Carnival cake burnt to a crisp—and Connie Mac lying dead in her
pantry, struck down while eating one of Hannah's famous blueberry muffins. Next
thing Hannah knows, the police have declared The Cookie Jar's kitchen crime scene
off-limits. She's a baker without an oven--and the Carnival is right around the
corner. Hannah's only alternative is to cook up a plan to save her business--by
finding the killer herself. . . Includes seven original cookie and dessert recipes for
you to try! "Delicious food descriptions and recipes, warm and familiar characters
who grow into real people. . .a vivid picture of the small lake town and a wellcrafted mystery provide the ingredients for yet another tempting feast that should
satisfy all fans, old and new."--Publishers Weekly

Christmas Caramel Murder
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In her debut mystery, Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder, intrepid amateur sleuth and
bakery owner Hannah Swensen proved that when it comes to crime, nothing is
sweeter than a woman who knows how to really mix it up. Now, the flame-haired,
tart-talking (and baking) heroine is back, judging a contest where the competition
is really murder. Strawberry Shortcake Murder When the president of Hartland
Flour chooses cozy Lake Eden, Minnesota, as the spot for their first annual Dessert
Bake-Off, Hannah is thrilled to serve as the head judge. But when a fellow judge,
Coach Boyd Watson, is found stone-cold dead, facedown in Hannah's celebrated
strawberry shortcake, Lake Eden's sweet ride to fame turns very sour indeed.
Between perfecting her Cheddar Cheese Apple Pie and Chocolate Crunchies,
Hannah's snooping into the coach's private life and not coming up short on
suspects. And could Watson's harsh criticism during the judging have given one of
the contestants a license to kill? The stakes are rising faster than dough, and
Hannah will have to be very careful, because somebody is cooking up a recipe for
murder. . .with Hannah landing on the "necessary ingredients" list. "Another
delicious adventure. . .a superior cozy sure to leave readers satisfied. . .but hungry
for more." --Publishers Weekly Includes seven delicious recipes!

Chocolate Cream Pie Murder
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen just can’t keep her hands out of the batter when
murder stirs things up in Lake Eden, Minnesota, leaving the sheriff dead, a deputy
accused, and a killer on the loose . . . For Hannah, life seems to be lacking a
certain flavor lately. Maybe it’s the local sheriff’s election that’s got her down. For
years, Sheriff Grant’s been the iron hand in town. But now, Hannah’s brother-inlaw, Bill, is giving the old blowhard the fight of his long, dubious career—and
Grant’s not taking it well, especially once the polls show Bill pulling ahead. But
before anyone can taste victory, Hannah makes a very unappetizing discovery:
Sheriff Grant’s body in the dumpster behind the high school where she’s teaching
her cooking class. Worse, the poor man still has fudge frosting on his shirt from
one of her cupcakes. The number one—and only—suspect is Bill, but Hannah’s not
swallowing it. Plenty of people had reason to hate Sheriff Grant. Soon, Hannah’s
dishing up scandalous secrets, steaming hot betrayals, and enough intrigue to
keep the gossip mill at The Cookie Jar going through several pots of decaf. And the
closer Hannah gets to the truth, the closer she gets to smoking out a murderer
with a very nasty recipe for silencing people . . . INCLUDES TEN ORIGINAL DESSERT
RECIPES FOR YOU TO TRY! “For fans of culinary mysteries.”—Library Journal
“Scrumptious.”—Publishers Weekly

Triple Chocolate Cheesecake Murder
"A Hannah Swensen holiday mystery with recipes"--Jacket.

Poppy Done to Death
"Published in 2019 by arrangement with Kensington Books, an imprint of
Kensington Publishing Corp."--Copyright page.

Blackberry Pie Murder
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In New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Joanne Fluke's new
installment in her beloved Hannah Swensen Mystery series, Hannah leaves Lake
Eden to help a friend in sunny California--but an unexpected phone call swiftly
brings her back to a cold Minnesota winter, murder, and new delectable recipes
Bakery owner Hannah Swensen is leaving Lake Eden to help a friend in sunny
California. But an unexpected phone call swiftly brings her back to a cold
Minnesota winterand murder When Hannah learns that her sister Michelle's
boyfriend, Detective Lonnie Murphy, is the prime suspect in a murder case, she
goes straight from a movie studio sound stage to the Los Angeles airport. Back in
frigid Minnesota, she discovers that proving Lonnie's innocence will be harder than
figuring out what went wrong with a recipe. Lonnie remembers only parts of the
night he went out to a local bar and ended up driving a very impaired woman
home. He knows he helped her to her bedroom, but he doesn't recall anything else
until he woke up on her couch the following morning. When he went to the
bedroom to check on her, he was shocked to discover she was dead. Hannah
doesn't know what to believe--only that exonerating a suspect who can't
remember is almost impossible, especially since Lonnie's brother, Detective Rick
Murphy, and Lonnie's partner, Chief Detective Mike Kingston, have been taken off
the case. Before everything comes crashing down on Lonnie like a heaping slice of
coconut layer cake, it'll be up to Hannah to rack up enough clues to toast a flaky
killer

Cherry Cheesecake Murder
Hannah Swensen and her bakery, The Cookie Jar, bask in the glow of Hollywood
glamour when Main Street becomes a movie set. And although tensions simmer as
the cameras roll, no one expects the action to turn deadly . . . until it's too late . . .
There’s no such thing as privacy in Lake Eden, but Hannah never thought things
would go this far. Everyone has been telling her what to do ever since she got not
one but two marriage proposals. Movie mania soon shoves Hannah's marriage
dilemma into the background and even gives her cat a shot at stardom. The Cookie
Jar serves as snack central with Main Street rented out for the week. She stirs lots
of fresh gossip, whipping up treats for cast and crew, including demanding director
Dean Lawrence's favorite—cherry cheesecake. Features Over a Dozen Cookie and
Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar!

Guidebook to Murder:
The Luscious Los Angeles Times And USA Today Bestseller! Early summer brings
plenty of work for baker Hannah Swensen, even before Mayor Bascomb's wife
drops by The Cookie Jar to place an order for her charity event. . .for elevenhundred cookies! And Hannah almost flips when her business partner, Lisa,
suggests setting up an apple turnover stand. But she places her faith in Lisa and
agrees to be a magician's assistant in the fundraiser's talent show. . . The only
snag is the show's host, college professor Bradford Ramsey. Hannah and her sister,
Michelle, each had unfortunate romances with Ramsey, and when the cad comes
sniffing around between acts, Hannah tells him off. But when the curtain doesn't
go up, she discovers Ramsey backstage--dead, with a turnover in his hand. Now
Hannah must find a killer who's flakier than puff pastry--and far more dangerous. .
. Includes Over Ten Cookie and Dessert Recipes From The Cookie Jar, Including
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Chocolate Sugar Cookies and Breakfast in a Muffin! "The ever popular Fluke writes
engaging cozies with one part great characters, one part gentle story, and three
parts the best recipes in the genre." –Library Journal "Catch up with the gang in
this delightful, thoroughly entertaining series that keeps readers coming back for
more." –Romantic Times

Knot Guilty
The USA Today Bestseller Guaranteed to Satisfy Your Sweet Tooth! Hannah
Swensen has to admit life is pretty sweet. Things are going well in the romance
department and her bakery's delectable confections are selling as fast as she can
bake them. Even her good friend Claire is head over heels with her new husband,
Reverend Bob Knudson. If only they could find time to take their honeymoon!
When Bob's childhood friend, Matthew Walters, comes to town, it seems like divine
intervention. Matthew, like Bob, is a Lutheran minister with a stubborn sweet tooth.
Since he's on sabbatical, Matthew is happy to fill in for Bob while he and Claire take
that long-awaited honeymoon. It sounds like the perfect plan--until Hannah finds
Matthew face-down in a plate full of Devil's Food Cake, a single bullet in his head. It
will take some sleuthing to sift out the killer, but Hannah is sure of one thing: even
the most half-baked murder plot can be oh so deadly. . . Features over Ten Cookie
and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar, Including Red Devil's Food Cake and
Carrot Oatmeal Muffins! "Fans will be eagerly awaiting the next installment."
--Booklist "Joanne Fluke is the doyenne of deadly desserts with her deliciously
popular Hannah Swensen series." --Publishers Weekly

Banana Cream Pie Murder
Spring has sprung in Lake Eden, Minnesota, but Hannah Swensen doesn’t have
time to stop and smell the roses—not with hot cross buns to make, treats to bake,
and a sister to exonerate! Hannah’s up to her ears with Easter orders rushing in at
The Cookie Jar, plus a festive meal to prepare for a dinner party at her mother’s
penthouse. But everything comes crashing to a halt when Hannah receives a
panicked call from her sister Andrea—Mayor Richard Bascomb has been murdered
. . . and Andrea is the prime suspect. Even with his reputation for being a bully,
Mayor Bascomb—or “Ricky Ticky,” as Hannah’s mother likes to call him—had been
unusually testy in the days leading up to his death, leaving Hannah to wonder if he
knew he was in danger. Meanwhile, folks with a motive for mayoral murder are
popping up in Lake Eden. Was it a beleaguered colleague? A political rival? A
jealous wife? Or a scorned mistress? As orders pile up at The Cookie Jar—and
children line up for Easter egg hunts—Hannah must spring into investigation mode
and identify the real killer . . . before another murder happens! Features Over a
Dozen Cookie and Dessert Recipes from The Cookie Jar!

Raspberry Danish Murder
From the author of the popular Tea Shop Mysteries comes the first in a cozy
crafting mystery series! New Orleans scrapbooking shop owner Carmela Bertrand
delights her customers with her stunning arrangements of their scrapbooks. But
among her clients’ keepsakes she finds a tip of her own—about a murder Business
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is booming and life is cozy for Carmela at her scrapbooking shop, Memory Mine.
But when one of the city’s elite dies during Mardi Gras, the police name Carmela’s
estranged husband as their number one suspect. Although Carmela hasn’t
forgotten how he scrapped their marriage, she doesn’t think he is cut out to be a
killer. And if Shamus is being framed, Carmela might be the only one who can find
the pattern and solve the case in time

Chocolate Chip Cookie Murder
Favorite recipes and anecdotes from the co-author of the Mrs. Murphy Mysteries.
Sneaky Pie Brown, co-author of such irresistible Mrs. Murphy mysteries as Murder
on the Prowl, dishes up delectable fare for cats and humans alike in this unique
collection of recipes spiced with witty personal anecdotes, including glimpses of life
with co-author Rita Mae Brown. What do you serve when a kitty is bored with all
the old standbys? Since cookbooks are written by humans for humans, Sneaky Pie
Brown has produced a cookbook with appeal for fastidious felines, including such
treats as Veal Kidney and Salmon Pie. Ever the thoughtful hostess, Miss Pie has
also included plenty of recipes to accommodate the visiting human or finicky dog.
There's Mother's Fried Chicken, Christmas Goose, Big Dog's Delight, and, of course,
Mrs. Hogendobber's Orange Buns, the very thought of which makes Mrs. Murphy
fans' mouths water. Throughout there are also delightfully illustrated anecdotes for
those Sneaky Pie fans eager to learn more about the dashing author. She even
spills the beans about what happened to Rita Mae's brand-new pickup when a
neighbor came calling with his goat. For cats and cat lovers, this book combines
real and tasty recipes with the same droll humor that made one reviewer declare,
"As feline collaborators go, you couldn't ask for better than Sneaky Pie Brown, the
canny tiger cat" (The New York Times Book Review).

Peach Cobbler Murder
Hannah is marrying Ross Barton, her college crush, but not before she can solve
the murder case of nasty celebrity chef Alain Duquesne found stabbed to death in
the Lake Eden Inn's walk-in cooler.

Dead-End Detective
Hannah Swensen Barton’s husband Ross suddenly disappears. Still, she throws
herself into a baking and introduces a raspberry Danish pastry to her menu. Her
husband’s assistant, P. K., is the first and last to taste the pastry. P. K. is found
dead and was someone plotting against P.K. all along or did Ross dodge a deadly
dose of sweet revenge?".

Joanne Fluke Christmas Bundle: Sugar Cookie Murder, Candy
Cane Murder, Plum Pudding Murder, & Gingerbread Cookie
Murder
M.J., her partner Gilley, and their client, the wealthy, de-lish Dr. Steven Sable, are
at his family's lodge, where his grandfather allegedly jumped to his death from the
roof-although Sable says it was foul play. But the patriarch's isn't the only ghost
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around. The place is lousy with souls, all with something to get off their ghoulish
chests. Now M.J. will have to to quell the clamor-and listen for a voice with the
answers

Carrot Cake Murder
Molly Pink and her pals, the Tarzana Hookers, are ready to bring the craft of
crochet to the masses. But when one of their members finds herself the prime
suspect in a murder, the Hookers are going to have to switch their focus to fighting
her bad rap.

Cream Puff Murder
It's been a sleepy summer for the folks of Lake Eden, Minnesota. In fact, it's been a
whole four months since anyone in the Swensen family has come across a dead
body—a detail that just made the front page of the local paper. And that means
Hannah Swensen can finally focus on her bakery. . .or can she? Life is never really
quiet for Hannah. After all, her mother's wedding is a little over a month away and
guess who Delores put in charge of the planning? Yet just when Hannah believes
her biggest challenge will be whether to use buttercream or fondant for the
wedding cake, she accidentally hits a stranger with her cookie truck while driving
down a winding country road in a raging thunderstorm. Hannah is wracked with
guilt, and things get even worse when she's arrested. . .for murder! But an autopsy
soon reveals the mystery man, his shirt covered in stains from blackberry pie,
would have died even if Hannah hadn't hit him. Now, to clear her name, Hannah
will have to follow a trail of pie crumbs to track down the identity of the deceased,
find a baker who knows more about murder than how to roll out a perfect pie
crust—and get herself to the church on time. . . Indulge In Joanne Fluke's Criminally
Delicious Hannah Swensen Mysteries! Red Velvet Cupcake Murder "Culinary Cozies
Don't Get Any Tastier Than This Winning series." —Library Journal "Loaded with
mouthwatering recipes and clever plotting, the latest Hannah Swensen mystery
delights." —RT Book Reviews "If your reading habits alternate between curling up
with a good mystery or with a good cookbook, you ought to know about Joanne
Fluke." —The Charlotte Observer Cinnamon Roll Murder "Fans of this wildly popular
series will not be disappointed. Fluke has kept this series strong for a long time,
and there is still plenty to enjoy for foodie crime fans." —Booklist Devil's Food Cake
Murder "Fabulous." —Publishers Weekly Apple Turnover Murder "The ever popular
Fluke writes engaging cozies with one part great characters, one part gentle story,
and three parts the best recipes in the genre." —Library Journal Cream Puff Murder
"Entertaining and sprinkled with tempting recipes. It's a sweet treat of a novel."
—The Star Tribune (Minneapolis, MN)

Christmas Sweets
When Larry Jaeger, the owner of the Crazy Elf Christmas Tree Lot, is murdered,
bakery owner Hannah Swensen must sift through a wealth of suspects during the
busiest time of the year--before a murderous Scrooge strikes again.

Gingerbread Cookie Murder
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Bakery owner Hannah Swensen has a dress to fit into and a date with her sister,
Andrea, at Lake Eden's new health club, Heavenly Bodies. Dragging herself out of
bed on a frigid Minnesota morning for exercise, of all things, is bad enough.
Discovering the body of man-eating bombshell Ronni Ward floating in the gym's
jacuzzi? Okay, that's worse. Nor does it help that there's a plate of The Cookie Jar's
very own cream puffs garnishing the murder scene. Trying to narrow the list of
Ronni's enemies down to fewer than half the town's female population, Hannah has
her plate full. Trouble is, when it comes to cookies--and to murder--there's always
room for one more. . . "Foodie fans will eat up Fluke's cozy. . . A fluffy mix of
sweets and suspense." --Publishers Weekly "Entertaining and sprinkled with
tempting recipes. It's a sweet treat of a novel." --The Star Tribune (Minneapolis,
MN) "A tasty treat." --Kirkus Reviews

Blueberry Muffin Murder
A quiet, tiny Minnesota village is terrorized by the brutal killings of young children,
in a horrifying tale of obsession, madness, and murder.
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